agenda production presents

Russian Circus on Ice
The first ice circus in the world presents its latest
spectacle for the whole family.

"A winter fairy tale"
Information + Tickets: www.agenda-production.com

***Click Me***
The "Russian Circus on Ice" takes the audience on a magical journey into a magical fairy tale world
with an impressively staged new ice show, a symbiosis of ice dance and breathtaking circus artistry.
...An enchanting winter fairy once lived in a distant fairy-tale land.
When her birthday approached she invited all her friends from near and far to a large ball.
At last the great day came. The castle glittered and sparkled. The festivities could begin. Fanfares
announced the entry of the guests from the whole fairy-tale world:
The Nutcracker, Alice "from Wonderland", the Circus Princess, Kai and Gerda, the Snow Queen,
princes and fairies ... They all gave their personal present to the winter fairy and told their stories in a
wonderful performance ...

"A Winter fairy-tale" is a varied and top-class performance with highlights from the greatest fairytales of all times: Sleeping Beauty, The Nutcracker, Cinderella, The Circus Princess, Alice in
Wonderland and the Snow Queen.
Artistry, Glamour and the greatest technical perfection on skates!
With grace, beauty and elegance, with incredible lightness and the greatest technical precision, the
audience is carried off into a fairy-tale world.
New, innovative, superb production, new imaginative, spectacular choreographies,
over 300 new splendid costumes, intoxicating music and breathtaking acrobatics.
The energetically elegant ice ballet combined with a magnificent, traditional Russian circus
programme creates a truly magical spectacle for the whole family.

The new production "A Winter fairy-tale" leads the spectator into the magical world where the Good
and the Beautiful reign, where all dreams can be fulfilled and where you also would like to go back to
again and again as an adult.
For 50 years the "Russian Circus on Ice", the first ice circus in the world has entranced the public
with artistry and glamour on skates, thrilling acrobatics, jugglers, tightrope walkers,
figure skaters and clowns in a sparkling ice arena to bursts of applause.
"Sensational" (SZ),
"Brillant" (Welt am Sonntag),
"Top performances of circus arts" (Der Tagesspiegel),
"Multi-faceted spectacle" (Main Post),
"Intoxicating presentation" (Morgenpost)
"The most spectacular and most beautiful show in the world" (SZ)
"Light effects, enchanting costumes and gentle movements on the ice transform the arena into a
fairy-tale landscape" (WAZ)
We thank the media for these extremely positive reviews. This year also we will continue the
tradition by superbly combining Russian skating and circus skills with an excellently staged show
program.
Wherever the "Russian Circus on Ice" is a guest, the audience is thrilled as every person all over the
world understands the language of this art. Words cannot express what you see, hear and feel in this
show!
You just have to have seen it!
A fascinating ice circus show for young and old.

Further information at www.agenda-production.com
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